
Cold extraction process with 40℃

Jasmine 
Hydrosol

Without any external Water
Drinkable Hydrosol
Hold the most Primitive effective 
nutrient ingredients



Plantation

Choose the best Jasmine Flowers 
from Guangxi China
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The Jasmine flowers we choosed is planted at the place of Northern 
latitude 23°,With abundant rainfall and ample sunshine, the soil also 
rich in Selenium and organic matter,making this place is the best grow 
place and best quality for the Jasmine flowers in China



Jasmine Hydrosol

Truly purest and origin fragrance of Jasmine flower

used as drink or natural cosmetics or face care 

What the differences for 
our Jasmine Hydrosol 
from other suppliers?  

Used the innovative Cold Extraction 
Technology to Process with 

40℃ low temperature

Do not add any external Water and 
have difference from steam distilled 

Jasmine Hydrosol

Most Primitive Process and Drinkable

Hydrosol Hold the most effective 
nutrient ingredients and also contains 

high purity of Jasmine flower oil



Take control 

J

the art of Jasmine Flower 
Imagine if you could use a hydrosol with pure fragrance and the most original liquid through   your feeling of goodness and  sense 
of smell?  Well you can! 

Botanical Name:
Jasminum sambac (L.) Aiton



Use induced draft fans to delivery the fragrance and water 
that collected from the sealed capsules  to Freezer compartment 

Fresh  Jasmine Flower Bud
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Components of the 
plant are evaluated to 
ensure key constituents 

are at optimal levels for 
essential oil extraction. 

Production of Jasmine Hydrosol with 
our Cold Extraction technology 

24-30
waiting for 1-2 hours until 
the bud begain open

°C temperature and 

In Sealed Capsules or containers for collect fragrance
( Temperature control between 32-40°C  )

( Temperature control between -15— -30°C  )

Collect the liquid from the condenser to the sealed stainless bottle  

Jasmine Flower Oil & Jasmine Hydrosol 

Vacuum Extraction 
and Seperating  

The whole process time for one cycle need about 15-25 hours, and 

100kgs flower bud can get about 15kgs Jasmine Hydrosol 

Cold Extraction Process 
of Jasmine Hydrosol 



Microbiology Analysis for our Jasmine Hydrosol 



China’s Jasmine flowers take up the global market share of 
60% and annual production of fresh Jasmine flowers with 
almost 100000 Mt

Quality assurance from Source

YUNNAN LORRAINE AROMATIC PRODUCTS CO.,LTD
For more information ,please visit:
www.lorraine-china.com 
E-mail: lorraine@lorraine-china.com
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